BRECON TO TIRLEY
GAS PIPELINE

Client:
PPS Pipeline Systems

Summary:
Thrust & Reception Pits for the
Brecon to Tirley Gas Pipeline

PROJECT DETAILS

SPI were contracted to Design, Supply, Install and Remove 204nr Larssen VL 605/PU22-1 (or similar) Steel Sheet Piles, max length 11.0m, to form two cofferdams, for the Thrust and Reception Pits associated to the Mechanised crossing at Afon Llynfl (RVX 38) as part of the Brecon to Tirley 1200mm Gas Pipeline Project. Also to include the supply, installation and removal of the top "welded steel" waling frame to each cofferdam.

The Chamber Pit for the Brecon to Tirley Gas Pipeline

The completed Cofferdam